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In the fancy of Judges 14, Samson is stronger than a lion. When the biblical hero 
stumbles upon the beast en route to Timnah, he tears it barehanded in two and 
continues on his merry way. Though perhaps not the most improbable of leonine 
accounts in the Hebrew Bible – considering Daniel went unmauled (Dan 6) while a 
prophet from Judah together with his donkey were uneaten (1 Kgs 13:11–33) – or 
those of Samson for that matter, ripping the king of beasts to pieces did pose 
something of a problem for interpreters of the late modern period. As historian 
Johann Georg Peter Möller, of Swedish Pomerania, confessed, in 1779, “If ever a 
history in the ho_[ly] scriptures has given cause for mockery, doubt, objection, and 
quip; so it is the history of Samson.”2  Over a century later, even after “biblical 
science” had forged ahead, the issue abided for exegetes, among them Friedrich 
Baethgen. 
 In 1888, the German Old Testament scholar published his Beiträge zur 
semitischen Religionsgeschichte, which sought to mark a contrast in the history of 
Israelite theism and that of other Semites’.3 Baethgen hoped to stem the rising tide 
of scholarship asserting a strong form of polytheism at the origin of Israel. Within the 
larger treatise, rife as it was with etymology, epigraphy alongside onomastics, the 
                                                          
1 This inquiry traces back to a scholarship kindly hosted by Hermann Spieckermann at the 
University of Göttingen under the aegis of the Fulbright Program, in 2010–11. I acknowledge all three 
gratefully, for that one year has yielded opportunities equally untold and unexpected. Moreover, the 
essay was completed, much later, through support again from Spieckermann as well as Reinhard 
Kratz. For comments on earlier drafts, I am deeply indebted to Sonja Ammann, Alexandre Jousset, 
Will Kynes, Dan Pioske, Emiliano Urciuoli, Rebecca Van Hove, and an anonymous reviewer for this 
journal. As usual, I am obliged to the digilization efforts undertaken across the globe. Unless 
otherwise noted, all translations are my own. 
2 Johann Georg Peter Möller, review of Johann Christian Wilhelm Diederichs, Zur Geschichte 
Simsons. Richter XIV bis XVI, vols. 1–2, Neueste Critische Nachrichten 5 (1779): 6–7, at 6. 
3 Friedrich Baethgen, Beiträge zur semitischen Religionsgeschichte. Der Gott Israels und die 
Götter der Heiden (Berlin: Reuther, 1888); cf. Theodor Nöldeke, review of Baethgen, Beiträge zur 
semitischen Religionsgeschichte, Zeitschrift der Deutschen Morgenländische Gesellschaft 42 (1888): 
470–87. 
 
author addressed so-called mythologists’ identification of Samson with a Hebrew 
sun-god, analogous to Greek Heracles and Phoenician Melqart. First, he cited the 
Bible to substantiate the Bible, noting both Benaiah – a lionheart of David’s – as well 
as David himself (2 Sam 23:20; 1 Sam 17:34) had each killed an animal in similar 
fashion. Staving off interpretation of also these accounts as fabulous (sagenhaft), 
Baethgen thereupon referred, quite matter-of-factly, to the report in Amos of 
shepherds fighting lions with only staff in hand (3:12).4 To clinch the argument, he 
adduced a modern ethnographic observation then in circulation: “...fürchten sich 
auch die heutigen Araber nicht im Geringsten vor einem Löwen, ‘und wenn ein 
Araber einen Stock in der Hand hat, wird er dem Löwen nachgehn und ihn tödten, 
wo er ihn trifft’” [“The Arabs are not the least bit afraid of lions, and ‘should an Arab 
have a stick in his hand, he will pursue a lion and kill it if he catches it.’”].5 With this 
simple explanation, he employed the present to elucidate the past – and make the 
Bible plausible thereby.  
 The reason for his defense of historicity had come, most recently, from an 
essay by the Jewish philologian and philosopher Heymann Steinthal in Zeitschrift für 
Völkerpsychologie und Sprachwissenschaft.6 Echoing the equation of Heracles and 
Samson already recorded by George Syncellus in the early 9th century CE, 7 
Steinthal sought to untangle the story in Judges – including Samson’s riddle and 
dispatch of the lion – which he did by means of intricate and impressive, if 
nonetheless inventive, mythological explication. In the end, he saw the character as 
a onetime solar deity or its representative hero and along the way concluded, “Für 
uns nun ist dieser Löwe kein wirklicher, sondern ein mythologischer, d.h. ein 
Symbol” [“Now for us, this lion is not a real but a mythological one, that is, a 
symbol”].8 Yet this nonfactual reading bolstered an even greater claim: that Israelites 
– just like any other Semitic people would – arrived at (Yahwistic) monotheism only 
over time. As they gradually transitioned out of a polytheistic world, the pagan story 
of Samson became historicized and synthesized with other materials too, alongside 
ethical elements, though unintelligibly at times. Tellingly, Steinthal’s piece later 
appended the English translation of Ignaz Goldziher’s Der Mythos bei den Hebräern 
und seine geschichtliche Entwickelung.9 Baethgen therefore gainsaid an ahistorical 
explication of the episode. In consequence, this exemplar of elementary 
ethnographic evidence was meant to shore up his claim for Samson’s feat as 
stemming from the realm of history, not mythology. 
 If Baethgen relied upon this record of Arabs chasing lions to explain the 
biblical text and sustain its credibility for information on the past, he was not the first 
to do so. The connection of the anecdote to Samson – and on occasion David’s own 
brush with a felid – had been drawn elsewhere in germanophone erudition: not 
                                                          
4 Ibid., 166. Though he did not expound on this specific interpretation, at least in the context at 
hand, Baethgen apparently read מטה as “staff” or “rod” (Stab). Others have gone to great lengths to 
explicate the furniture mentioned in Amos: cf. Siegfried Mittmann, “Amos 3,12–15 und das Bett der 
Samarier,” Zeitschrift des Deutschen Palästina-Vereins 92/2 (1976): 149–67. 
5 Ibid.  
6 Heymann Steinthal, “Die Sage von Simson,” Zeitschrift für Völkerpsychologie und 
Sprachwissenschaft 2/2 (1862): 129–78; cf. idem, “Die Simsonssage nach ihrer Entstehung, Form 
und Bedeutung und der Heraclesmythos (Besprechung der gleichnamigen Abhandlung von Prof. 
Roskoff. Leipzig 1860),” Zeitschrift für Völkerpsychologie und Sprachwissenschaft 2/1 (1862): 
102–09. 
7 Cf. William Adler and Paul Tuffin, The Chronography of George Synkellos: A Byzantine 
Chronicle of Universal History from the Creation (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2002), 237. 
8 Heymann Steinthal, “Die Sage von Simson,” 132, cf. 153, see esp. 149–50. 
9 Ignaz Goldziher, Der Mythos bei den Hebräern und seine geschichtliche Entwickelung. 
Untersuchungen zur Mythologie und Religionswissenschaft (Leipzig: Brockhaus, 1876) [ET: 
Mythology among the Hebrews and its Historical Development, trans. Russell Martineau (London: 
Longmans, Green, and Co., 1877)]; cf. Baethgen, Beiträge, 178n.1. 
 
infrequently verbatim. Indeed, it had long served as a counterweight to “mockery, 
doubt, objection, and quip.” Two decades prior to him, Lutheran theologians August 
Dächsel 10  and Carl Friedrich Keil 11  recounted the description of Arabs’ leonine 
encounters for their respective commentaries. In fact, Dächsel aggrandized 
Samson’s deed, declaring a disparity in lions: those from the Arabian Desert were 
allegedly much less fierce than the one the biblical hero had met. Rabbi Ludwig 
Philippson availed himself of the same report for his remarks in the Israelitische 
Bibel, of 1848.12 Otto Thenius did as well.13 Earlier still, orientalist Ernst Friedrich 
Karl Rosenmüller marshaled the observational evidence to account for Samson’s 
Herculean feat of strength in his 1818 work on the ancient world.14 But the proof was 
already brought to bear in the previous century. 
 Long before the Baethgen invocation of 1888, this attestation had appeared 
throughout the 18th century, letter-for-letter, time and again. For his own second 
edition of the Lexicon et Commentarius Sermonis Hebraici et Chaldaici by Dutch 
theologian Johannes Coch (Coccejus), orientalist Johann Christoph Friedrich Schulz 
included the same account of Arabs confronting lions for the entry on שסע, following 
the citation of Judges 14:6.15 Schulz had also cited this episode to explain the deed 
of Samson – i.e., the verb שסע – in his Scholia in Vetus Testamentum a decade 
earlier. 16  In 1785, Johann Büttner supplemented the eminent Johann Gottfried 
Eichhorn’s Einleitung in das Alte Testament with the anecdote, alluding to other 
witnessed instances recorded in Johann Christian Wilhelm Diederichs’ history of 
Samson, who also included the statement.17 By the same token, a Friedrich Jacob 
                                                          
10 August Dächsel, Die Bibel oder Die ganze Heilige Schrift...Zunäscht für Schullehrer und 
Hausväter, doch mit steter Rücksicht auf das besondere Bedürfniss der Geistlichen und Theologie 
Studirenden, vol. 1/1.2: Die Bücher Josua, der Richter, Ruth, Samuelis und von den Königen 
(Breslau: Dülfer, 1867), 132–33; idem, Die heilige Geschichte des Alten und Neuen Testaments. Ein 
Handbuch für Lehrer an höheren und niederen Schulen, vol. 1 (Leipzig: Naumann, 1886), 828. 
11 Carl Friedrich Keil, Biblischer Commentar über die prophetischen Geschichtsbücher des 
Alten Testaments: Josua, Richter und Ruth, Biblischer Commentar über das Alte Testament 2/1 
(Leipzig: Dörffling and Franke, 1863), 312 [ET: C.F. Keil and F. Delitzsch, Biblical Commentary on the 
Old Testament, vol. 4: Joshua, Judges, Ruth, trans. James Martin, Clark’s Foreign Theological 
Library, Fourth Series, vol. 8 (Edinburgh: T&T Clark, 1869)_]. 
12 Ludwig Philippson, Die israelitische Bibel..., part 2: Die Propheten (Leipzig: Baumgartner, 
1848), 207. 
13 Otto Thenius, Die Bücher Samuels, Kurzgefasstes exegetisches Handbuch zum Alten 
Testament, 1st ed. (Leipzig: Weidmann, 1842), 71. 
14 Ernst Friedrich Karl Rosenmüller, Das alte und neue Morgenland; oder Erläuterungen der 
heiligen Schrift..., vol. 3 (Leipzig: Baumgartner, 1818), 45 [DT: De Oosterlingen van vroegen en 
lateren Tijd; of Ophelderingen der Heilige Schrift..., trans. Gerrit Johan Friedrich Cramer von 
Baumgarten, vol. 3 (Groningen: van Boekeren, 1822), 54]; idem, Handbuch der biblischen 
Alterthumskunde, vol. 4, part 2: Biblische Naturgeschichte (Leipzig: Baumgartner, 1831), 132 [cf. 
idem, The Biblical Geography of Central Asia..., trans. N. Morren, 2 vols. (Edinburgh: Clark, 
1836–37)]. 
15 Cf. Johannes Coccejus, Lexicon et Commentarius Sermonis Hebraici et Chaldaici..., 2 vols., 
4th ed., ed. Johann Christoph Friedrich Schulz (Leipzig: Weygand, 1777), 2:1536; 5th ed., ed. idem 
(Leipzig: Weygand, 1793–96): 2:960–61. 
16 Johann Christoph Friedrich Schulz, Scholia in Vetus Testamentum, vol. 2: Iosuae, Iudicum, 
Ruthae et Samuelis libros complectens (Nürnberg: Grattenaeuer, 1784), 180. 
17 Johann Büttner, Anmerkungen und Beyträge zur Einleitung ins Alte Testament des Herrn 
Hofr. Johannes Eichhorns... (Koburg: Ahl, 1785), 72–73; cf. Johann Gottfried Eichhorn, Einleitung ins 
Alte Testament, 3 vols., 1st ed. (Leipzig: Weidmann and Reich, 1780–83), 2:500–01; Johann 
Christian Wilhelm Diederichs, Zur Geschichte Simsons, 3 vols. (Göttingen: Dieterich, 1778–79), 1:7. 
Addressing doubters and deniers of the historicity in Samson’s deed, Diederichs deemed the modern 
report “eine sehr wichtige und entscheidende Nachricht”; he further suggested that Samson boasted 
an extraordinary strength, believed his own countrymen (“wir hier zu Lande”) exaggerated leonine 
ferocity since they rarely saw the animals, and declared the historical lion was small—as indicated 
from the word כפיר, translated by Luther as “ein junger Löwe,” and reflected in Ezek 19:2–3 (ibid., 
1–11). 
 
Schroder integrated the ethnographic record into his own new edition of the French 
Protestant savant Samuel Bochart’s zoölogy of scripture, which included an entry on 
lions.18 As early as 1735, Friedrich Matthäus Lufft had mustered the observation in 
his collection of travel reports intended to elucidate the Bible.19 Over a century and a 
half hence spanned from this citation to Baethgen’s explanation. 
 However, the problem of such an incredible coup was not confined to the 
upper echelons of scholarship. Neither was its solution. Indeed, several of these 
commentators, including Baethgen himself, cited as their source Georg Benedict 
Winer’s Biblisches Realwörterbuch zum Handgebrauch für Studirende, Kandidaten, 
Gymnasiallehrer und Prediger, whose title alone indicates the target audience.20 
Dächsel’s publications also aimed at broad dissemination, as signaled by their 
subtitles: Zunäscht für Schullehrer und Hausväter, doch mit steter Rücksicht auf das 
besondere Bedürfniss der Geistlichen und Theologie Studirenden and Ein Handbuch 
für Lehrer an höheren und niederen Schulen. Likewise, Diederichs’s explication first 
issued in the short-lived Göttingische Nebenstunden, whose subtitle ran Eine 
wöchentliche Lehr- und Sittenschrift, zur Beforderung des Geschmackes und der 
Tugend und Weisheit.21 Of course, many series and commentaries even into the 
20th century were destined less for expert exegetes than the average churchgoer 
and bourgeoisie more broadly. Academic theology was less an ivory tower than 
lighthouse. 
 Just as this expository anecdote of Arabs facing lions circulated outside the 
borders of biblical research, so also it extended beyond the German-speaking world. 
On the anglophone (and Anglican) terrain, by the end of the 19th century the 
reminiscence featured in the Speaker’s Commentary and entered, from there, The 
Teachers’ Storehouse and Treasury of Material for Working Sunday-School 
Teachers, albeit in reference to David.22 Likewise, the significance of Arabs and lions 
for ancient Israelites went into A Handbook of Scientific and Literary Bible Difficulties 
from Dean Stanley’s history of the “Jewish Church.”23 The same line of explanation, 
from a report to biblical heroes, reached the Low Countries as well. Not counting 
                                                          
18 Samuel Bochart, Hierozoïcon, sive Bipertitum opus de animalibus Sacrae Scripturae..., 2 
vols. (London: Roycroft, 1663); 2nd ed., ed. David Clodius, 2 vols. (Frankfurt: Zunner & Wust, 1675); 
3rd ed. in Oper Omnia, ed. Johannes Leusden and Petrus de Villemandy, 3 vols. (Leiden: Boutesteyn 
& Luchtmans, 1692); 4th ed., ed. idem and Adrianus Reeland (Leiden: Boutesteyn & Luchtmans, 
1712); 5th ed., ed. Friedrich Jacob Schoder, 2 vols. (Tübingen: Cotta, 1784–85); 6th ed., ed. Ernst 
Friedrich Karl Rosenmüller, 3 vols. (Leipzig: Weidmann, 1793–96), 2:60. Rosenmüller’s edition of 
Bochart predated his own work including the citation: cf. n. 14 supra. 
19 Friedrich Matthäus Lufft, Biblische Erläuterungen aus denen Morgenländischen und andern 
Reiß-Beschreibung als geringe Beyträge zu den Biblischen Alterthümern... (Nürnberg: Stein, 1735), 
188. 
20 Georg Benedikt Winer, Biblisches Realwörterbuch zum Handgebrauch für Studirende, 
Kandidaten, Gymnasiallehrer und Prediger, 2 vols., 1st ed. (Leipzig: Reclam, 1820), 2:415. Thenius 
dedicated his commentary to his teacher Winer, who himself had studied with Rosenmüller. 
21 “Ueber die Geschichte Simsons. Richter XIV–XVI,” Göttingische Nebenstunden einiger 
Gelehrten in- und ausserhalb Göttingen 2/6 (1778): 49–55. 
22 F.C. Cook, ed., The Holy Bible According the Authorized Version (A.D. 1611), with an 
Explanatory and Critical Commentary and a Revision of the Translation, by Bishops and Other Clergy 
of the Anglican Church, vol. 2: Joshua–Kings (London: Murray, 1872), 322; according to Philip Schaff, 
the eponym arose “because suggested by the Speaker of the House of Commons in 1863 for 
apologetic purposes” (Schaff, Theological Propaedeutic: A General Introduction to the Study of 
Theology...A Manual for Students, 2 vols. [New York: Scribner’s Sons, 1892–93], 1:230). N.N. 
“Courage,” The Teachers’ Storehouse and Treasury of Material for Working Sunday-School Teachers 
5/29 (11 April 1880): 80. 
23 Robert Tuck, ed., A Handbook of Scientific and Literary Bible Difficulties; or, Facts and 
Suggestions Helpful Towards the Solution of Perplexing Things in Sacred Scripture, being a Second 
Series of the “Handbook of Biblical Difficulties” (New York: Whittaker, 1891), 60; Arthur Penrhyn 
Stanley, Lectures on the History of the Jewish Church, part 2: From Samuel to the Captivity (New 
York: Scribner, Armstrong, and Co., 1874), 58. Stanley referred to Thenius. 
 
Rosenmüller’s translated De Oosterlingen van vroegen en lateren Tijd in 1822, the 
episode came into Dutch vernacular through a series aimed towards the “Christian 
household.”24 Throughout the 18th and 19th centuries, across different tongues and 
lands, a single ethnographic observation therefore served to make the Samson story 
a more plausible occurrence. But the citation stretched back even further: 
linguistically into French, chronologically into the 17th century, and generically into 
travelogues. 
 The account originated from Jean de Thévenot.25 Perhaps most appreciated 
today for his introduction of the coffee bean to Paris, in 1657, this wealthy, learned 
voyager traveled all throughout Europe, North Africa, Western Asia, as well as 
India.26 His memoirs first appeared in 1664 and then posthumously in 1674 and 
1684.27 Collected editions were published in Paris (1689) and Amsterdam (1727)28 
while various translations quickly came into Dutch (1682), English (1687), and 
German (1693).29 In his Voyages, as he recounted the voyage on the Tigris from 
Mosul to Bagdad, de Thévenot related zoögraphic tales he had heard from 
caravanists en route, concerning the Lion of Kizil-Han. This great beast reportedly 
ate a man to head from foot because he was afraid of the human face, could carry a 
camel or buffalo upon his back but had to drag a sheep since God had punished him 
for hubris, and understood human speech yet wept whenever he heard it – some of 
these stories traced by the author to the Panchatantra, a collection of Indian animal 
fables.30 It was thereupon the journeyer wrote, “Les Arabes n’ont point peur des 
lions, & pourvû qu’un Arabe ait un bâton en main, il ira après un lion, & s’il l’atrape il 
le tüera.”31 From this point onwards, an incidental statement entered the long, wide 
echo chamber of biblical interpretation. The excerpt’s afterlives, in its varied 
                                                          
24 H.F.T. Fockens, De Boeken van Jozua, de Rigteren, Ruth, Samuel, de Koningen, de 
Kronijken, Ezra, Nehemia en Esther, Bijbel voor het Christelijk Gezin 2 (Franeker: Fockens, 1855), 
415; cf. also the translation of Rosenmüller in n.14 above. 
25 For biography and context, see Michèle Longino, French Travel Writing in the Ottoman 
Empire: Marseilles to Constantinople, 1650–1700 (New York: Routledge, 2015), 39–56; cf. Donald F. 
Lach and Edwin J. Van Kley, Asia in the Making of Europe, vol 3: A Century of Advance, esp. book 1: 
Trade, Missions, Literature (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1993). 
26 Jean Leclant, “Le café et les cafés à Paris (1644–1693),” Annales. Économies, Sociétés, 
Civilisations 6/1 (1951): 1–14. 
27 Relation d’un voyage fait au Levant... (Paris: Joly, 1664) (Paris: Bilaine, 1664) (Rouen: 
Billaine, 1665); Suite du “Voyage de Levant”... (Paris: Angot, 1674); Troisième partie des “Voyages” 
de M. de Thévenot... (Paris: Barbin, 1684); Voyages de Mr. de Thevenot... (Paris: la Veuve Biestkins, 
1684). 
28 Voyages de Mr. de Thévenot tant en Europe qu’en Asie & en Afrique, 5 vols. (Paris: C. Angot, 
1689); Voyages de Mr. de Thévenot en Europe, Asie & Afrique (Amsterdam: Le Cène, 1727). The 
precise title varies across the volumes. 
29 ET: The Travels of Monsieur de Thevenot into the Levant. In Three Parts. Viz. Into I. Turkey. 
II. Persia. III. The East-Indies, trans. Archibald Lovell (London: Clark, 1687). GT: Deß Herrn 
Thevenots Reysen in Europa, Asia und Africa..., 3 vols. (Franckfurt am Mayn: Fievet, 1693). DT: 
Gedenkwaardige en zeer naauwkeurige Reizen Van den Heere de Thevenot..., trans. G. van 
Broekhuizen, vols. 1–2 (Amsterdam: Bouman, 1681–82), vol. 3 (Amsterdam: ten Hoorn, 1688); repr. 
as Alle de Gedenkwaardige en zeer naauwkeurige Reizen Van den Heere de Thevenot... 
(Amsterdam: Nicolaas ten Hoorn, 1723–1731). 
30 In 1812, the English poet Robert Southey noted in a section on mistranslation: “Thevenot in 
his Travels speaks of the fables of Damné et Calilve, meaning the Heetopades, or Pilpay’s fables. 
The translator, however, calls them the fables of damned Calilve” (idem, Omniana, or Horae 
otiosiores, 2 vols. [London: Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme, and Brown, 1812], 2:187); cf. “auß den 
Gleichnus Reden deß verdammten Calilve” (GT: 2:87) and “uit de Fabelen van den verdoemden 
Kalilvus” (DT: 2:96). Though referring to Kalila and Dimna, de Thévenot did indeed write “des 
Apologues du Calilve damné.” 
31 Cited according to the Amsterdam edition of 1727, vol. 3, book. 1, chap. 13, p. 201–202. The 
precise phrase in the German translation was “Die Araber förchten sich im geringsten nicht vor die 
Löwen, und wann ein Araber einen Stecken in der Hand hat, wird er dem Löwen nachgehen, und 
denselben in Ertrappung tödten” (GT: 2:87). 
 
multilingual manifestations, featured on occasion without much documentation, be it 
citation of the original, marks around the quote, or mention of subsequent brokers.  
 Over two centuries lay between this recitation and Baethgen’s annotation – an 
especially alluring bit of evidence for interpreters. In fact, the latter’s work is closer to 
the present than when the former’s Voyages was first published, in the mid 17th 
century. The coffee bean may have outlasted an observation en passant, but not by 
all that much. Rather than merely demonstrate dependence or tell a cute yet trivial 
tale of olden, abstruse scholarship, however, this brief interpretive review offers 
several lessons for the historiography of biblical erudition throughout the modern 
period. 
 First, this short survey of exegetes who availed themselves of modern Arabs 
to understand ancient Israelites reflects the long history of hermeneutical efforts to 
overcome temporal distance with the geographical kind. Travel reports offered a 
recourse for understanding the strange biblical world. In fact, the wide ranging, far 
dispersed, and extremely popular travelogues of de Thévenot provided further 
assistance for interpreters of other biblical passages as well. Alongside ethnographic 
observation – warranted as they were by universals or genetics – such literature 
often yielded material on and catalogues of botanical, zoölogical, topographical, 
geological data and the like. As Michael Legaspi has described in his excellent 
history of biblical scholarship, the orientalist Johann David Michaelis pioneered “[t]he 
systematic effort to interpret the Hebrew Bible ethnographically, in terms of 
present-day Arab language and culture,” which constituted “one of the most 
distinctive features of Michaelis’s program for Hebrew study and biblical 
interpretation.” 32  In addition to including information from Middle Eastern travel 
literature into his exegetical enterprise, Michaelis organized a state-sponsored 
scientific expedition to Arabia. Consequently, this hermeneutical move of overcoming 
historical with geographical distance entered the very foundation of academic inquiry 
into the Bible as it gradually specialized and professionalized in the late modern 
period. Perhaps most famously, William Robertson Smith continued a long tradition 
of European travel to Arabia and as a result produced foundational research for 
Hebrew Bible scholarship and sociology of religion.33 Unable to go back in time, 
these scholars went far in place to pursue the ancient world, outside the realm of text 
alone. A heterogenous set of data for explication of the Bible – beyond the narrow 
textualist approach often characteristic of 19th-century research – thus preceded the 
decipherment of other ancient languages as well as the archaeological excavations 
that came to revolutionize, even dominate such scholarship by the turn of the 20th 
century. 
 This exegetical motif further exposes the epistemological foundation for such 
comparison of Israelites with Arabs as well as other Semitic peoples. The logic 
proceeded on two distinct – if oft conflated – planes: a developmental principle of 
primitivity and a genetic one of Semiticity.34 While a theory of universal patterns 
underwrote certain correlations of ancient Israelites with, say, pre-Islamic Arabs 
given their mutual position on lower levels of human progress, the rationale of 
interpreting Semites as a comparative class operated, for others, on the assumption 
of genealogical relations among specific peoples; for the latter, (inherent) cultural 
phenomena, just like language, belonged to the realm of taxonomic groups within the 
                                                          
32 Michael C. Legaspi, The Death of Scripture and the Rise of Biblical Studies, Oxford Studies in 
Historical Theology (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2010), 95. 
33 See, inter alia, David N. Livingstone, “Oriental travel, Arabian kinship, and ritual sacrifice: 
William Robertson Smith and the fundamental institutions,” Environment and Planning D: Society and 
Space 22 (2004): 639–57. 
34 Cf. Bruce Lincoln, Gods and Demons, Priests and Scholars: Critical Explorations in the 
History of Religions (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2012), 122. 
 
realm of biology. By the end of the 19th century, as a professionalized knowledge of 
the ancient Middle East, namely, Babylonia and Assyria, expanded exponentially, 
these two rationales could also run in tension, for some Semitic peoples – so the 
thinking went – had achieved a higher level of civilization already early on, at the 
time of ancient Israel. Scholars thus debated the right comparative data (i.e., 
“primitive” or contemporaneous Semites), a debate that corresponded to a 
generational shift as well. Still, as recently as 1957 the noted Danish semitist 
Johannes Pedersen could supplement his exploration of ancient Israelite society “by 
taking a glance at the Arabs, who in many respects, by the nature of their 
community, most remind us of the oldest Israel.” 35  Whether “nature” implied a 
genetic and/or developmental framework did not see explanation. Although 
Pedersen employed the language of “parallel[s]” and “analogies” – which, strictly 
speaking, does not suggest genetic relationship but may not reflect his own 
considered position – he did avail himself of comparative Semitic linguistics for 
specific lexemes and finally concluded, “The difference between the development of 
the prophets and the other social types in Israel and among the Arabs is due to the 
different social conditions and history of the two peoples,” a true evolutionary 
perspective that accents variation, environment, and dissimilarity rather than a 
developmental one of “logical” or universal stages. 36  The logic underlying a 
comparison of cultural and historical phenomena based upon an ontological Semitic 
“type” endured from the early reception of de Thévenot’s report to a sociological 
study stemming from the postwar period – the statement from Pedersen being closer 
to the present than it is to Baethgen’s book. 
 Second, this interpretive thread should also serve as a reminder of the crucial 
continuity across early and late modern scholarship on the biblical literature. Apart 
from specialized studies or dedicated genres (handbooks and encyclopedias, with 
their structural segmentation and division of academic labor), the perspective of 
conventional portraits on the history of biblical scholarship – to judge from 
presentations of critical methods and introductory states of the art, which produce 
the vast majority of literature on the topic – usually begins only in the late modern 
period, most often from the mid 19th century onwards. Yet the afterlives of this 
account by de Thévenot correspond on the level of content to the same kind of 
continuity that persisted in the sphere of  scholarly practice. For this reason, 
Suzanne Marchand can show the long tradition of Christian humanism that did so 
much to shape the specialized, professionalized orientalist – and thereby biblical – 
learning at the time of the German Empire.37 Nor did intellectual preoccupations 
themselves emerge beyond historical contingency. F.W. Dobbs-Allsopp has thus 
revealed the misdirections occasioned by an apriorism of metrical verse in biblical 
poetry, based largely on Greek and Latin models and perpetuated by generations of 
Hebrew scholars after Robert Lowth.38 Other than developments in methodological 
procedure and conceptual categories – either within one specific field of academic 
inquiry or across the human sciences more broadly – research questions can also 
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form with the deeper stamp of circumstance. 39  As a most nefarious example, 
Susannah Heschel has unveiled the kind of academic labors devoted to the question 
of an Aryan Jesus in the context of Nazi Germany.40 More controversially, perhaps, 
James Crossley has also scrutinized scholarship on the historical Jesus even into 
the 21st century, in an age of terror and neoliberalism, to reveal the present’s impact 
on presentation of the past.41 The questions, the categories, and the procedures of 
today only issued on the other side of yesterday, which reaches back much further 
than the 19th century. As the afterlives of de Thévenot’s report exemplify, not only 
the evidential content but also the means and ends of argumentation (i.e., a specific 
kind of data deployed to verify the biblical narrative) could span both the early and 
the late modern period. 
 Finally, the report’s dissemination recalls the transnational dimension of 
biblical erudition. This exemplar appears to illustrate, prima facie, the influence of 
German-language scholarship over the late modern period – especially as the 19th 
century elapsed – across any number of academic disciplines but especially within 
the domains of theology and philology. Of the aforementioned volumes, for example, 
those by Eichhorn, Rosenmüller, Keil, and Steinthal all went into Dutch or English 
translation. While Keil’s work, published in Edinburgh, appeared in Clark’s Foreign 
Theological Library – a series the conservative periodical The Princeton Review 
praised for its publication of “so many of the more important orthodox productions of 
German scholars” – Rosenmüller’s had done so in that series’ predecessor, Biblical 
Cabinet; or, Hermeneutical, Exegetical, and Philological Library.42 Yet more liberal 
learning also circulated in the anglophone marketplace of ideas. The Theological 
Translation Fund propagated critical research, albeit somewhat later, with writings by 
Ferdinand Christian Baur, Heinrich Ewald, and Eduard Zeller; even earlier, Mary Ann 
Evans (George Eliot) had translated David Friedrich Strauß’s Life of Jesus, not to 
mention Ludwig Feuerbach’s Essence of Christianity.43 Though this reception of the 
lion line from Jean de Thévenot seems to affirm the common – if oft implicit – 
narrative of German dominance in biblical scholarship into the 20th century, it was by 
no means an island unto itself. 
 Indeed, essential impulses to the German-speaking lands had long come from 
the Low Countries, France, and Britain, among others. Just as Baethgen roved 
across the porous boundaries between theology, epigraphy, archaeology, history, 
and linguistics for his own volume on Semitic religion, so also he crossed the borders 
of nation, language, and academic tradition – at least by way of reading – as he 
engaged the work of Frenchmen Melchior de Vogüé, Charles Simon 
Clermont-Ganneau, and Ernest Renan, Britons William Cureton, Archibald Sayce, 
George Smith, and Samuel Rolles Driver, Netherlander Abraham Kuenen, and 
Hungarian Goldziher. Reviews of biblical scholarship often show too much respect 
for parameters of nation, tongue, and “school.” Helpful – and convenient – as such 
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illustrative, schematic, and generalized divisions do prove to be at times, such 
forschungsgeschichtliche overviews also pose the risk of essentializing analytical 
categories, reducing important diversity, and, still worse, grossly caricaturing real 
historical trends, like description of “the European approach” in more recent 
pentateuchal scholarship.44 Greater focus on the highly influential French Renan and 
Belgian Franz Cumont alongside Protestant Albert Réville and Catholic Alfred Loisy, 
for example, could press historical analysis of biblical scholarship beyond the usual 
bias toward germano- and anglophones within the mostly Protestant lands of 
Western Europe. Such a move could further shift the inquiry away from a succession 
of generations upholding or modifying a mode of investigation or exegetical 
hypothesis and towards the more dynamic circulation of ideas and diversity of 
participants in scholarly debate. 
 To end at the beginning, across all these diverse languages and lands, these 
genres and generations, no small amount of intellectual labor sought to substantiate 
assertions of the Bible as both philological and philosophical arguments increasingly 
challenged its various claims. The same report of an Arab and a lion was 
consistently deployed far and wide to protect an historical credibility of one specific 
text. Eichhorn’s mention of this ethnographic observation fell beneath his section on 
the “Authenticity and Credibility of the Book of Judges.” More than merely defend 
Samson’s exploit from mythological explication or probe the text’s own historical 
development, Baethgen ultimately sought to safeguard the reliability of the Bible’s 
basic claims. If he could surrender certain battles over the historicity of some 
individual episodes, he fought in the larger war over the historical foundation of still 
grander assertions advanced in the biblical text. Concede though Baethgen might 
that much in the Samson narratives was legendary (sagenhaft),45 he still proceeded 
to undermine the other instances Steinthal had explained as mythological in nature. 
He thus read Samson’s vulpine escapade as mythical but in the end concluded, 
“How much from the story of Samson belongs to legend (Sage) and how much to 
history will scarcely ever be established; but that the son of Manoah once effected 
justice for his people against the Philistines a sober critic may not doubt; that he was 
originally a solar deity can only be demonstrated through fanciful arbitrariness.”46 It 
seems something was afoot in his defense of the feat of Samson, that Baethgen had 
a stake in the overarching – or perhaps foundational – pretensions of the biblical 
text. 
 Traveling into the past on the highway of philology, Baethgen was apparently 
directed by the claims of the text itself, including ancient Israel’s uniqueness. 
Confident he had dismantled Steinthal’s pointed argument for polytheism among the 
Israelites just like any other Semitic people, he began to assemble a positive case 
for their original and exceptional affinity for monotheism. 47 Such highly technical 
analyses and apparently endless accumulations of data often obscure these more 
subtle shifts, even the very enterprise. Consciously or not, the performance of the 
methodological machinery can conceal the intellectual – not to mention material – 
fuel propelling it in the first place. Baethgen’s operation moved from merely affirming 
the reliability of (certain) biblical texts to sustaining the assertions of uniqueness as 
advanced in the texts themselves: he proceeded from an assertion of valid 
information contained in those materials to a confirmation of their greater narrative 
thrust. The fracture in an otherwise heavily empirical language appeared in the 
conclusion to his volume: 
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We stop here, where we approach the invisible, spiritual, and moral God of Israel. Whoever 
should wonder why we have not chosen to investigate and describe His being instead of 
concerning ourselves with Phoenician and Syrian deities and examining Israel’s pre-Mosaic 
belief – may it serve as an answer to him that none can penetrate the Holy of Holies who has 
not first stridden through the forecourt of the pagans and the forecourt of the Israelites.48  
If Baethgen set for himself the objective of establishing a genuine event in the story 
of Samson and the lion, his larger project aimed towards securing the elemental 
uniqueness of Israelite religion.49 Some narrative stones may have crumbled from 
the substructure of biblical credibility for information on the past – and thus implicitly, 
though not necessarily, its authority –  but at least some kind of critical mass 
seemed essential to preserve. Maintaining the possibility of this evidently incredible 
incident allowed him to stabilize a more general theoretical conviction: from the 
reliability of a textual part to the unparalleled development of ancient Israelite religion 
as a whole. In consequence, the preservation of particular statements (or stories) in 
the biblical text itself – notwithstanding his abandoning the defense of ostensibly 
indefensible ones – could transform into a broader synthetic or positive historical 
reconstruction that ultimately affirmed a fundamental pretension of uniqueness also 
promoted by the text. He therefore saw two roads diverging in the wood of history, 
one taken by the Israelites, the other taken by other Semites.50  
 The profession of radical difference began and guided Baethgen’s study 
before appearing, corroborated, at its end. “That this destination [of absolute 
monotheism] was reached by Israel,” he opined, “I can explain from nothing other 
than constant divine guidance and divine revelation.”51 Baethgen was prepared to 
surrender the historical reliability of some specific statements provided in the biblical 
text, but he held onto the thrust of still more elemental pretensions. So, too, 
contemporary scholars of biblical literature or ancient history may feel themselves 
compelled to abandon Baethgen’s overt metaphysical language of divine guidance 
or revelation and yet nonetheless affirm a doctrine of uniqueness. This claim moves 
beyond any historical statement on characteristic or idiosyncratic elements, yielded 
through comparison. Rather, it affirms an ontological assertion of basic unlikeness, 
even incomparability, with other human phenomena – a contention that not 
infrequently involves evaluative pronouncements of supremacy, be it literary, ethical 
or other, and at times normativity.52  
 To reapply Friedrich Nietzsche, the objectives of these objectives should 
themselves be examined.53 Apart from the historian’s concern for a more refined 
historiography of biblical scholarship, sustained investigation of that history can carry 
further implications for contemporary work on the ancient world and biblical literature. 
Historically contingent as they may be, the procedures and premises that undergird a 
discipline, often unconsidered by its practitioners, motivate the generation of specific 
forms of knowledge. Such a line of analysis can uncover the factors that conditioned 
the very questions scholars ask. Pleading for more attentiveness to questions of 
theory in the study of religion, Jonathan Z. Smith once stated, “Contestation arises 
over competing claims to comprehend the same data, an argument that, therefore, 
can never be settled at the level of data.”54 Like academic debate on the analytical 
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frameworks most apposite or explanatory for understanding human phenomena of 
the past, research on the history of research can help denaturalize the naturalized 
within the often mystified world of disciplinary logic. In doing so, it may expose which 
epistemological assumptions, conceptual categories, and methodological practices 
have been transmitted over time and woven into the fabric of discipline’s unspokens. 
As this short interpretative history of the Samson story shows, certain ends and 
means of knowing have proved especially tenacious, transcending time and place 
and yet deeply rooted in circumstance. They merit a rigorous scrutiny through a 
robust historiography. In this way, past interpreters become an object for present 
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